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Hello everybody,  

  It’s very nice to be here in my colleagues, colleagues from the universities and also from my 

colleagues from Webster University where is the main campus of each, the campus that we 

have in Athens. Is very nice to have this forum and is very important as far as you see to 

speak as well and concentrating on today’s day and how important water is for us. Well we 

have to think about the water protection for future for new generations. But what is going 

on in the past? Of course the majority of us we are reading about these we know these 

things.  

    We go back to mythology and Greek mythology is very rich, it’s concentrates on the 

different issues. When we speak about mythology maybe is not only the very nice stories 

which we would like to read and the children like to hear from us and how was going in the 

past. But mythology also should teach us maybe how we should be protecting water. Now I 

want go into details about mythology, but well we will see how many myths are devoted to 

water. And not only to water just to see it around you and here the stories but how water is 

important in our life. Water is equivalent to life. If we don’t have water well the life as we 

saw in the documentary, well the life won’t develop any more. 

  Now another thing on water is interesting to see it’s not only in Greek mythology you can 

see wonderful stories wonderful things in Indian mythology.  You can see also the stories 

which are brought from Egypt from other civilisations. All of them were taking about the 

importance of water but let’s see the mythology the philosophy stories are very nice. How 

our predecessors are dealing with it? Well there is a lot of archaeological evidence is  for 

instance the dealing with the things connecting with the water in my senior civilisation even 

from this period of time already Greece was famous for protecting water. If you know all 

these archaeological signs you can see what was done during that period of time which was 

too remote from hours. 

Then we can speak also for wonderful for instance creations which they would have is 

Samos. I think that the majority of these are obvious like to this bring as an example. When 

for instance on one sight of island Samos there wasn’t enough water well they manage to 

dig the tunnel and bring it from the other sight to have all water and also to benefit from 

this. This thing also how everything was protected on the island is also very interesting. I am 

just hinting on certain things I am not going into details because we have shortage of time. 

Another thing even in Athens when we live in Athens how many springs we have in Athens? 

Well around acropolis,  yes and for instance cultural centre of the Webster Athens is across 

this street said Romaic Agora , then if you sit in our library you can hear the water running 

down  under the basement so is everything comes from the acropolis and at the 

Monastiraki. So why it was so important, why do you think Athens was located in this area? 

Was it built just by accident? No! It was very important for military protection for instance 

the castles or the city would survive if it would have water and it was taking into 

consideration. Well many other examples we can bring and specifically about these things. 



You can make examples from Konstantinoupoli for instance from another places. So 

everything what was done in the past and when our predeceases when thinking about these 

things and building everything they were thinking also about health.  

  The difference for instance about the water dealings in Ancient Greece was lightly different 

with the Romance. Romance where suffering from various diseases because there water 

dies. There are not as clean and as good as for instance in Athens. But here everything was 

made even from climate or the water. So this is maybe also the examples which should be 

done in future which should be done in our days and how to protect water and how to keep 

it under the control. Well I also admire the for instance the medieval period of time when in 

Mistra they were also having all their own methods on how they would be very careful to 

deal with water. Well maybe this in short but I put what I wanted to say.  

Thank you very much and thank you for everything. Have a nice day! 

 

 


